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Abstract

In this work we investigate the non-feature-based1
Eigenfaces technique of Turk and Pentland [8], replacing Euclidean distance with mixture-distance.
In mixture-distance, a novel distance function is
constructed based on local second-order statistics
as estimated by modeling the training data with a
mixture of normal densities.

Earlier work suggests that mixture-distance can improve the performance of feature-based face recognition systems in which only a single training example
is available for each individual. In this work we investigate the non-feature-based Eigenfaces technique of
Turk and Pentland, replacing Euclidean distance with
mixture-distance. In mixture-distance, a novel distance
function is constructed based on local second-order
statistics as estimated by modeling the training data
with a mixture of normal densities. The approach is described and experimental results on a database of 600
people are presented, showing that mixture-distance
can reduce the error rate by up to 73.9%. In the experimental setting considered, the results indicate that
the simplest form of mixture distance yields considerable improvement. Additional, but less dramatic, improvement was possible with more complex forms. The
results show that even in the absence of multiple training examples for each class, it is sometimes possible
to infer an improved distance function from a statistical
model of the training data. Therefore, researchers using Eigenfaces or similar pattern recognition techniques
may find significant advantages by considering alternative distance metrics such as mixture-distance.

In the limit of perfect normalization of the images, or infinite training data, no advantages would
be gained in using alternative metrics to the standard Euclidean distance which is used in the standard Eigenfaces algorithm. However, real world
datasets are always finite and normalization of face
images is not perfect. In statistical terms, Euclidean distance may be viewed as corresponding
to the assumption that each pattern vector is a class
generator with unit covariance and mean coinciding with the pattern. Mixture-distance attempts to
improve upon this assumption by considering the
statistics of the training data. The training data is
modeled as a mixture of normal densities, which is
then used in a particular way to measure distance.
We note that mixture models have also been used,
in a different manner, for maximum likelihood detection of faces by Moghaddam and Pentland [3].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 summarizes the standard Eigenfaces algorithm, section 3 provides details of the
dataset that we have used, section 4 summarizes
the mixture-distance algorithm, section 5 presents
and discusses the experimental methodology and
results, and conclusions are given in section 6.

1 Introduction
Earlier work suggests that mixture-distance [9]
can improve the performance of feature-based face
recognition systems in which only a single training example is available for each individual [1].
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Where “features” refers to the features used in featurebased face recognition methods such as the inter-iris distance.
Eigenfaces could also be considered as features.
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2 Eigenfaces

3 Data

We used the Eigenfaces code from [7] which implements Eigenfaces as described in [8, 5, 4]. The
procedure is as follows. Let the set of training images be +-,/.0+21.0+435./6/6/67.0+28 where 9 is the number of training images. Each image is represented
by a vector of length : , where : is the number of
pixels in the image. The average face is defined as
;=< ,
8
8?> < @"A , + @ ; . The faces differ from the average by BDC
. Eigenfaces seeks to use PCA
+ECGF
to find a set of 9 orthonormal vectors, H @ , which
best describe the distribution of the data. The covariance matrix is:

We have used a database of face images obtained
from the MIT Media Lab. The database contains
thousands of images which have been normalized
for eye location and distance. We have further
normalized these images using histogram equalization. These images differ from those used by
Pentland et al. [2] in that Pentland et al. use extensive additional normalization for the geometry
of the face, translation, lighting, contrast, rotation,
and scale. We consider a more difficult task where
such extensive normalization is not performed, e.g.
due to computational requirements. Sample faces
from the database are shown in figure 1.
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4 Mixture-Distance

eigenvalues is impractical for typical image sizes.
However, if 9
XQ: , then there will only be 9
meaningful eigenvectors. These eigenvectors can
be found by first finding the eigenvectors of an
of
9 UM9 matrix, and taking linear combinations
<
is
the face images. An 9 UY9 matrix Z
N
<
P P
constructed where []\ @
B N\ B @ . The 9 eigenvectors ^_ are found for [ . The eigenfaces are then
computed with:

If many images of each person were available, then
each person could be considered a pattern class,
and the methods of statistical pattern recognition
could be used to build a model for each person. A
common approach models each class as a normal
density, so for each person there is a corresponding
mean feature vector and covariance matrix. The
probability of an unknown pattern conditioned on
each model is then easily computed. Using a prior
distribution on the individuals in the database (flat
for example) the classification task is completed in
the standard Bayesian fashion by computing the a
posteriori probability of each person, conditioned
on observation of the query. If the computation is
performed using log probabilities, it is slightly less
expensive computationally and the distance metric
is the well known Mahalanobis distance. However,
in practice it is not uncommon to have only a single training example for each person, as is the case
here.
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These eigenfaces are ranked according to the associated eigenvalues and normalized by their norm.
<
Faces are projected into “face space” using d a
g
;
f
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H Na]e +=F
. The weights form a vector h N
R
di,/.dj1./6/6/6k.d 8ml S which describes the contribution
of each eigenface in representing the input image. These vectors may then be used in a standard
pattern recognition algorithm such as the nearest
neighbor algorithm using Euclidean distance.

Mixture-distance employs a mixture model n ,
which is a collection of probability models,
n , .Gn 1 ./6/6/67.Gn @ and non-negative mixing param2

Figure 1. Sample faces from the MIT database.
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In “soft” vector quantization (soft VQ), instead
of assigning each training example to one Gaussian, we consider that a point can belong to several Gaussians at the same time and can therefore be described by the properties of these Gaussians. A query  is  classified using point |_ where
<~c*T~5
f
b
C e |C  , where

(3)

The elements n C of n are Gaussian so that n is a
Gaussian or normal mixture. The task of estimating the parameters of a normal mixture model has
been extensively studied. We have used the well
known expectation-maximization algorithm (EM)
[6]. We initialize the mean s C and the covariance
t
C for each Gaussian n C using the u -means algorithm. The determinants of the covariance matrices and the inverse covariance matrices have to
be computed at each iteration of the EM algorithm to evaluate the new value of the log likelihood. However, the covariance matrices are often
ill-conditioned. This problem has been addressed
by multiplying the off-diagonal elements of the covariance matrices by a number, vxwzy{X K , to reduce their influence. This factor can be seen to se<
lect between first-order (y
v ) and second-order
<
K ) models.
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e n |C f is the posterior probability and
 
e  n .c| C f is computed according to the
method described in [9]:
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Two methods have been used to classify new feature vectors, as in [1]. In “hard” vector quantization (hard VQ), each training example is assigned
to the Gaussian n}_
to one Gaussian: | C is assigned
<~c*T~5Y e   f
where b
n | C . When attempting
to classify a query  , the Mahalanobis distance between  and each training example | C is computed
as follows:
distance e .c|C
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See [1] for intuition behind the formulation of
mixture-distance.

5 Results

e FW|C f N t _ , e FW|C f (4)

t

where _ is the covariance matrix of the Gaussian
to which | C has been assigned.  is classified as
<~c*T
f
the point | a where 
C distance e -.c| C .

In our experiments we used 600 training images
and 131 test images. Because no class labels were
available, the test images were chosen manually by
3

Figure 2. The average face and the first five eigenfaces for a sample 600 class training set.

with higher y , where y is the off-diagonal scaling
factor used to select between first and second-order
<
models. Apart from y
v , the use of mixture distance significantly improves performance over the
standard Eigenfaces algorithm. However, it can be
seen that using only one Gaussian provides significant improvement. Using greater than one Gaussian can be seen to be beneficial in most cases, in
particular for the 10 eigenfaces case. The mixture
of mixtures models perform comparably to the best
of the individual models, providing a solution to
the model selection problem.

scanning the database for duplicate images of the
same person. This procedure is expected to lead
to a biased test set due to the fact that the judgment of one human was used to determine which
images were of the same person, and that mistakes
are possible, e.g. additional images of the same
person may be present in the training set yet labelled as different classes. For each set of two images that were identified to be of the same person,
one was used in the training set and the other in the
test set. The training set was further augmented
with 469 images which were randomly selected
from the database. This random selection was repeated five times to create five different training
sets. All experiments below were done over these
five training sets. The eigenfaces were recalculated
for each training set. Figure 2 shows the average
face and the first five eigenfaces for a sample 600
class training set. We note that in comparison to
the eigenface images presented by [3], the eigenfaces shown appear to reflect more variability in
the face images with respect to face size and location, as might be expected due to the less precise
normalization.

For the 10 eigenfaces case,  -tests indicate that
the (MD-1 (mixture-distance, 1 Gaussian), MD-2,
MD-Mixture (mixture-distance, mixture of models with 1 to 5 Gaussians)) models have different
means in comparison to the standard Eigenfaces
case at values2 of (0.019, 0.0013, and 0.0007)
<
v6¢¡ and values of (0.0044, 0.00011,
for y
<
0.00065) for y
v6¢£"£ .  -tests comparing the MD1 and MD-2 cases produce values of 0.024 and
<
<
v6¢¡ and y
v6¢£"£ respectively.  0.025 for y
tests comparing the MD-1 and MD-Mixture cases
<
v6¢¡
produce values of 0.32 and 0.0042 for y
<
and y
v6¢£"£ respectively. The percentage reduc<
tion in error for the y
v6¢£"£ case with respect
to the standard Eigenfaces algorithm was 31.3%,
44.4%, and 42% respectively for the MD-1, MD2, and MD-Mixture models.

We used mixture models with from 1 to 5 Gaussians and a flat mixture of mixtures model which
consisted of a combination of the 5 individual mixture models. We tested both the hard VQ and
soft VQ versions of mixture-distance. As was also
found in [1], we found that these provided similar performance. We therefore show only the hard
VQ results in this paper, and note that the hard VQ
algorithm is less computationally expensive.

For the 30 eigenfaces case,  -tests indicate that the
(MD-1, MD-2, MD-Mixture) models have different means in comparison to the standard Eigenfaces case at values of ( ¤ 6  U K v ¥ , ¡6¦¤-U K v § ,

Figure 3 shows the results using 10 eigenfaces and
figure 4 shows the results using 30 eigenfaces. It
can be seen that performance is typically better

2

¨

is the probability of the two samples coming from the
same distribution. Low values of ¨ indicate a high probability
that the differences are significant.
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Figure 3. Results for 10 eigenfaces shown using box-whiskers plots. Left to right: standard Eigenfaces, mixturedistance with 1 to 5 Gaussians, and mixture-distance with a mixture of the models using 1 to 5 Gaussians. Results are
shown for ©ª 0, 0.5, and 0.99 where © is the scaling factor which selects between first-order ( ©mª« ) and second-order
( ©2ª¬ ) models.
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Figure 4. Results for 30 eigenfaces shown using box-whiskers plots. Left to right: standard Eigenfaces, mixturedistance with 1 to 5 Gaussians, and mixture-distance with a mixture of the models using 1 to 5 Gaussians. Results are
shown for ©ª 0, 0.5, and 0.99 where © is the scaling factor which selects between first-order ( ©mª« ) and second-order
( ©2ª¬ ) models.
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v6¢¡ and values of
and ®6¢¯°U K v ¥ ) for y
K( 6¢£{U K v 
K
K
 § , 6¢£°U v § , and  6¢±°U K v ¥ ) for
<
y
v6¢£"£ .  -tests comparing the MD-1 and MD-2
<
cases produce values of 0.07 and 1.0 for y
v6¢¡
<
and y
v6¢£"£ respectively.  -tests comparing the
MD-1 and MD-Mixture cases produce values of
 6¢²MU K v ³ and 0.099 for y < v6¢¡ and y < v6¢£"£
respectively. The percentage reduction in error
<
for the y
v6¢£"£ case with respect to the standard Eigenfaces algorithm was 66.5%, 66.5%, and
73.9% respectively for the MD-1, MD-2, and MDMixture models.
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